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ACOUSTICALLY PRECISE AND EXTREMELY POWERFUL
„[...] That doesn't seem to bother the sturdy LFE, as it hurls the huge
bass frequencies towards us with a bone-dry hardness and delivers
an outstanding level of emphasis in the lowest ranges. Even in a
frequency range that always drops slightly to the rear of the listening
point in our living room setup, the Omega CS 12 still manages to deliver
a rich bass line that is felt in the pit of our stomach. Admittedly, we also
played a little with the "bass extension", which is a pleasing addition
to Magnat's active sub."
„[...] The low bass frequencies are delivered accurately and to the point.
There are no complaints either in terms of volume in our extra-large
living room setup. It doesn't apply the sound too thickly, responds
quickly and delves deftly and effortlessly into the lowest frequencies."
„[...] Magnat's Omega CS 12 doesn't lower its guard either when it
comes to watching films. On the contrary, it intervenes in a surgical
manner, yet still provides the essential audio segments with an
enormous degree of power and emphasis. The thudding bass is
reproduced precisely when the huge dragon, Smaug, stomps onto the
scene in "The Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug". Magnat's subwoofer
delivers hard punches deep down into the pit of our stomach and it
even reproduces more casual accents, such as when the dwarf king
flees from the dragon and its fiery bursts, with accuracy and high speed."

Conclusion:
Very much unlike the way in which so many politicians work, Magnat’s
Omega CS 12 goes about its tasks in an ice-cold and precise manner.
The 30 cm chassis and extremely compact housing ensure an
outstanding degree of depth, and the power amplifier with its brutal
1100 watts of peak power is responsible for ensuring that the large
cone throw can be fully utilized. Despite the robust workmanship,
the overall visual appearance is elegant and not plain in the slightest.
So, if you are on the market for an active sub that is as compact as it is
powerful, you can get exactly what you are looking for from Pulheim
at a fair price.”
“Visually elegant and compact, acoustically precise and extremely
powerful: The Magnat Omega CS 12 knows how to deliver a
compelling performance.”

Read the full review at www.areadvd.de.
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